Research Video Challenge

A creative video ability challenge for undergraduate students.

Present at EUNCA

Have you ever used research with a specific audience? Did you ever consider the possibilities of utilizing your research in a specific way?

Present at Tennessee Academy of Science

Are you considering research as a career? Check out the available opportunities.

Do Research. Go to Dublin

The largest display of undergraduate research anywhere. The deadline for submitting a proposal is May 9th, 2020.

Research Abroad Scholarship

Get paid to do research at another university this summer - over 600 sites nationwide. Deadlines vary by program.

Summer Undergraduate Research Internships

Get paid to do research at a world-class research institution this summer in a variety of STEM disciplines. Deadlines vary by program.

SURGE Program

Multiple internships of up to $1,900 each will be awarded to support students and faculty collaborations.

New to Research?

If you are not sure where to begin, we recommend starting with one of our Peer Mentors at a time that works for you.

Research and Engagement

A monthly newsletter from the Office of Undergraduate Research, a unit of the University of Tennessee.

Contact Us

Website: ourresearch.utk.edu
Email: ourresearch@utk.edu
Phone: 865-974-8560
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